• For 1 to 5 players
• Aged 12 to adult
• Around 50 mn

Rules
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Samsara is a deck-building and pawn-moving game
where the goal is to be the first player to reach Nirvana. Tiger, elephant, snake, holy
cow or ape, you will play an Indian animal with unique abilities. Each turn, you will
choose which element of your life you want to value. Do you want to have children ?
Do you choose to favor your career ? Would you rather turn to spirituality ? All these
choices allow you to get Experience cards, and finally gain the precious Amulets of
Eternity, essential keys to Nirvana. But beware, if you go too fast you will get Bad
Karma cards, penalties that will weigh on your futures lives. Only a subtle balance
between good and bad actions will guarantee that you reach your goal.
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- 1 Game Board
- 30 Amulets of Eternity
- 72 Experience Cards:
- 9 Jann Cards (Birth)
- 9 Vikaas Cards (Strength)
- 9 Kaam Kar Cards (Career)
- 9 Yugal Cards (Couple)
- 9 Bachcha Cards (Children)
- 9 Gyaan Cards (Knowledge)
- 9 Dhyann Cards (Spirituality)
- 9 Maut Cards (Death)
- 36 Good Karma Cards
- 48 Bad Karma Cards
- 5 Player Boards
- 5 Standees
- 5 Power Markers
- 5 Game Aids FR/EN
- 1 Rulebook FR/EN
- 1 First Player Token

Configuration for 4 players
Standees

7

3

2

6

1

Good and Bad Karma cards

Amulets of Eternity

4

Experience cards

5

1st Player token
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Player Board

8

Draw pile

1

Installation
Game Board

Place the game board at the center
of the table. This board contains 8
different colored zones.

2

Experience cards

Place the Experience cards all around
the game board by matching the colors
of the cards with the colors of the
board.
• 2 players : 5 cards of each type
• 3 players : 7 cards of each type
• 4 & 5 players : all the cards (9 cards)

3

these cards form the Samsara.

Good and Bad Karma

Place the Good Karma and Bad Karma
cards in the center of the game board.

Player area

Evanescent cards

Draw pile
(face down)

Configuration of a Player Board

4

Set-up

Amulets of Eternity

Place 6 Amulets of Eternity between each players

•
•
•

5

Each Amulet has one golden
side with 8 symbols and one
copper side with 6 symbols. 2 of
them are copper on both sides.
For a quick game, place 4 golden Amulets and 2
copper Amulets.
For a normal game, place 6 golden Amulets.
For 2 players, place 12 Amulets (8 golden Amulets
and 4 copper Amulets for a quick game).

1st Player Token

Choose the first player (by default, the last to be
reborn!) who takes the first player token.

6

Player Boards

7

Characters

Place the characters between the Maut
and Jann cards. On the first round, your
character enters the game board
through birth (Jann), but he doesn’t
have to stop on it.

8

Starting Draw pile

Each player receives 4 Good Karma cards
and 4 Bad Karma cards. Once shuffled,
these cards form his starting draw pile.
Each player draws 4 cards from his
starting draw pile: these cards will form
his starting hand. If these 4 cards are
identical, he must shuffle again and draw
4 new cards.
Example of a starting hand

The last player (sitting on the right of the first
player) chooses his character first. He puts his
player board and his power marker in front of
him. Then, the last but one player chooses his
character, and so on until the first player.

Game zone

Player’s hand

Reserve cards

Power marker
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Waste pile
(face up)

Samsara uses the principle of
deck-building.

Each player plays only with
the cards of his deck, which is
his individual set of cards that
represent his spirit.
He owns a draw pile and a
waste pile.
We always draw from the
player ‘s draw pile and discard
to the player’s waste pile.
(See Glossary on page 19).

Object of the game

Playing a round

Steps of a turn

Be the first to gain 5 Amulets of Eternity.
In the case of a tie, the winner the player
with the least Bad Karma cards in his game.

1. Move a character

Move your character clockwise to
one of the 8 zones of the octogonal
game board.
Each round, you must move one
or more zones, but you may never
enter or pass your current zone.
(At most, you may end your move
in the zone preceding the one you
just left.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Several characters on the same zone
If you want to place your character in a
zone already occupied by other players,
you must :
- Either give a card to one of the other
players (any card from your hand, except
a Bad Karma card (*)). He receives it into
his hand.
- Or take 2 Bad Karma cards into your hand.
For a 2 player game, this rule also applies
when arriving in either of the two adjacent
zones.

«Reincarnation is just a
transition...»

Move a character
Get an Experience card
Perform an Action (optional)
Gain an Amulet of Eternity (optional)
Discard your cards to your waste pile
Draw new cards

Reincarnation

(*) Bad

Karma cards

The Bad Karma cards are penalties.
They are not only useless in the
game, but they are literally stuck to
your hand and it is impossible to get
rid of them, except if you use the
action of the Maut card (death) or a
player board special power.

When you pass through the space between the Maut zone (death) and the Jann
zone (birth), it means that you died and reincarnated. In this case, you must
immediately give back 2 (**) cards from your hand (except Bad Karma cards !)
to the Samsara.
(**) If you have only 1 Experience or Good Karma card in your hand :
- give it back and receive 1 Bad Karma card in your hand
If you don’t have any Experience or Good Karma card in your hand :
- receive 2 Bad Karma cards in your hand instead.
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Playing a round - follow-up

2. Get an Experience card

After your move, take an Experience
card from the pile corresponding to
your arrival zone.
If this pile is empty, take a Good Karma
card instead.
If the Good Karma pile is also empty,
you don’t get any card at this turn.

3. Perform an Action (optional)
If you want, you can now play one
ACTION. To do so, put an Experience
card from your hand in your Game Zone,
face up, and perform the corresponding
action.
At the start of the game, only one action
is available : the one from the card you
just got. Round after round, you’ll build
up your game (deck) and other cards will
provide you with more options.

The Evanescent cards

The Kaam Kar and Bachcha
cards present the symbol
They are Evanescent cards.
When you play this type of
card, you don’t put it in your
game zone, but you insert it
upside-down under your player
board in the Evanescent zone.

Card name

Light Symbols

Example :
Marc, who plays the ape,
was in the Jann zone. He
moved to the Kaam Kar
zone and takes a card from
the pile in his hand. He has
now 5 cards in his hand
and can jump to the next
step.

Dark Symbols
ACTION SYMBOLS of the card

(See the Experience cards Actions
on page 19)

The effect of these cards repeats
each round. The Evanescent
cards can be accumulated and
their powers added.
On the other hand, when you
gain an Amulet of Eternity,
all your Evanescent cards are
discarded to your waste pile.

There are 2 Evanescent cards:
the Kaam Kar card and the Bachcha card

While they are used in your Evanescent zone, the Evanescent cards can’t be
used to gain an Amulet of Eternity but only for their Evanescent power.
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Playing a round - follow-up

4. Gain an Amulet of Eternity (optional)

Now you can choose to elevate your spirit close to Nirvana by gaining an Amulet of Eternity placed on your left or on your right. To
do so, you must use the symbols of Eternity from the cards in your hand. (Neither the cards already in your game zone, nor your
Evanescent cards can be used).
There are different ways to proceed :

Using light symbols

In your game zone, place the cards
holding the same symbols of Eternity
- light symbols - as the desired Amulet.
You can then take this Amulet and
place it on a corner of your player
board.

Using dark symbols

It’s not always easy to have all the right cards
you need in your hand. That’s why Experience
cards and Good Karma cards also hold dark
symbols.
If you need to use these dark symbols to gain
an Amulet, you mess up your karma and place
as many Bad Karma cards into your Waste Pile
as dark symbols that were used.

Using Good Karma cards

Good Karma cards can be used as jokers
for gaining an Amulet of Eternity : they
can stand for any symbol of Eternity.
The light symbol is safe, but if you must
also use the dark one, you receive as
many Bad Karma cards to your waste
pile as the number of dark symbols that
you use.

Marc wants to gain Amulets of
Eternity which are on his left. He puts
a Jann card, a Vikaas card, and a Maut
card, which hold the needed symbols.
In order to get his second Amulet Marc needs
8 symbols : 4 Kaam Kar and 4 Yugal symbols.
Nevertheless, he doesn’t have them all.
He then decides to use the dark symbols
from his Kaam Kar card. As a consequence,
he gets 2 Bad Karma cards in his waste pile.

Marc decides to gain a third Amulet of
Eternity because he’s got many Good
Karma cards in his hand.
However, he needs to use one dark
symbol. As a consequence, he receives
one Bad Karma card in his waste pile.

Golden rule about gaining your FIFTH Amulet of Eternity :
You can’t gain it by soiling your spirit.
The last Amulet must be gained without getting any Bad Karma cards (without using dark symbols of Eternity).
The Karma cards picture Sukara, an enlighted monk, who guides spirits trying to follow his path.
His duality shows that there are different ways to reach Nirvana and there is a good and a bad side in everthing.
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Playing a round - follow-up

4. Gain an Amulet of Eternity (optional)
Player Board

Each player has one unique player board
which holds 3 special powers.
When you gain an Amulet of Eternity, place it
in one corner of your player board.
Then you must activate one of the 3 special
powers on your board, placing your power
marker on it.
Once the action is covered by your marker,
it can’t be used to help you gain the next
Amulet, but will be available again when the
marker is moved.

Reminder: When you trigger one of your special powers, don’t forget to discard all of your Evanescent cards.

The player boards special powers are listed on the game help cards, as well as on page 18.

5. Discard your cards to your waste pile

You must now discard your hand on top of your waste pile.
This includes :
- the cards placed in your game zone
- the cards in your hand
- the Evanescent cards played if you just gained an Amulet of Eternity this turn
(see : Evanescent cards page 7).

6. Draw new cards

Note :

It is possible to check your waste pile
anytime but not the draw pile!

To end your turn, you only have to draw 4 cards from your draw pile.
If your draw pile is empty, shuffle and turn your waste pile face down, in order to form your new draw pile.
If your draw pile doesn’t contain enough cards to draw the 4 cards, draw cards until the draw pile is empty, then
shuffle and turn your waste pile face down to complete your hand.

End of the game and ties

The game ends when one player gets his fifth Amulet of Eternity and reaches Nirvana.
Remember ! Don’t use any Bad Karma cards to get the 5th one!
The game then continues until each player has played the same number of turns.
If several players are tied, the player with the fewest Bad Karma cards is the winner.
If players are still tied, they share the victory!
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Variations
Single player mode

5 player mode
Set-up

Place 4 Experience cards of each type around the game board.
Then, place your character between the Maut and Jann zone, as
well as another character, who will be the «neutral character».
- For an easy mode game, place 4 golden Amulets and 2 copper
Amulets.
- For an normal mode game, place 6 golden Amulets.

You must use 30 Amulets of Eternity, 2 of which are copper
Amulets on both sides.
Install 6 Amulets between each player.
- For a fast mode game, place 2 copper Amulets between each
player.
- For a normal game, place 1 copper Amulet between each player.

Play as described in the rules, but at the end of each turn (after
you discard your cards to your waste pile), move the neutral
character one zone forward, clockwise.

Multiple characters in the same zone

The object of the game is to gain 5 Amulets of Eternity before
the neutral character reincarnates twice (17 turns).

If you want to place your character in a zone already occupied by
one or more players, two options are still available to you :
- Option 1 : one of the players (of your choice) located in the
targeted zone takes a Good Karma card in his hand.
- Option 2 : draw 2 Bad Karma cards from the pile into your hand.
If the Good Karma pile is empty, just follow the basic rule.

Bikkhu,

the monk tiger
Get 3 Good
Karma cards* to
your Waste pile.
Get 1 Good
Karma card* and
put it to your
Reserve.
Put back 1 Bad
Karma card from
your hand.

When your character stops on a zone occupied by the neutral
character, or an adjacent zone (same as the 2 players mode),
you must put back a card (but not a Bad Karma card!) from your
hand or take 2 Bad Karma cards in your hand. On the other
hand, nothing happens while the move of the neutral character.

The characters’ special powers

Vanarah,

Ussagah,

the business ape
Pick 1
Evanescent
card from the
Samsara and
play it.

Get 1 Good
Karma card* to
your next hand.
Pick 1 card from
the Samsara to
your next hand
(do it before
draw a new
hand).

le scientist cobra

Put back 1 Bad
Karma card from
your hand and
receive a Good
Karma* to your
Waste pile.
Pick 1 card from
the Samsara to
your next hand
(do it before
you draw a new
hand).
Pick 1 card from
the Samsara and
put it in your
Reserve.

* Good Karma cards are drawn from the corresponding pile.
If this pile is empty, then you can’t draw any card for this turn.
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Dehnu,

the holy cow
Only once, draw
your new hand
with 2 extra
cards.

Ibah,

the powerful
elephant
Don’t discard
your Evanescent
cards.

Put back 1 Bad
Karma card from
your hand.

Pick 1 card from
the Samsara and
put to it to your
Reserve.

Pick 2 cards
from the
Samsara and
place them to
your Waste pile.

Pick 2 cards
from the
Samsara and
place them to
your Waste pile.

Experience cards’ Actions

Jann (Birth):

Draw 2 cards.
You may then play 1
more action.

Vikaas (Strength):

The player who chooses
to play this action must
draw exactly 2 cards from
his draw pile (*).
Then he may play 1 other
action.
In other words, it is
possible for him to play
another action from an
experience card from his
hand (**).

The player who chooses
to play this action must
draw exactly 1 card from
his draw pile (*).
Then he may play 2 more
actions.
In other words, it is
possible for him to play
again 2 actions from
experience cards
from his hand (**).

Draw 1 card.
You may then play 2
more actions.

Kaam Kar (Career):

EVANESCENT ACTION
From now on you can
draw an Experience card
in 1 adjacent zone.

Once played, this card
allows you, after your
move, to draw one
Experience card from an
adjacent zone of your
character, occupied or
not.
If one pile is empty, you
can take 1 Good Karma
card instead.
2 Kaam Kar cards can
be added so that you
are allowed to draw 2
adjacent zones around
your zone, and so on.

Yugal (Couple):

Put back a card from
your hand to the
Samsara, then take
a new card from the
Samsara to your hand.
The card that you chose
to put back can’t be the
Yugal card just played,
neither a Bad Karma card.

Glossary

Draw pile: Individual pile of

cards where each player draws
his cards, at the end of each
round and when required by
an action.

Waste pile: Individual pile of

cards where each player gets
rid of his cards, at the end of
each round. When the draw
pile is empty, the waste pile is
shuffled and returned, in order
to get the new draw pile.

Game zone: Zone located
on the table, in front of each
player, where each player
places their Experience cards
played for their actions, as
well as those played to get an
Amulet. These cards will be
placed in the waste pile at the
end of your turn.
Deck: All of a player’s cards

(draw pile, waste pile, cards in
hand, Evanescent cards in game
and cards put in Reserve).

(*) If his draw pile does not have enough cards, he draws what he can, then returns and
shuffles his waste pile to make his new draw pile, and finally draws the cards he needs.
(**) If a player is not able to play all the actions he is supposed to (not enough experience
cards in hand), these actions can not be postponed to the next round.

Bachcha (Children):

EVANESCENT ACTION
Draw your new hand
with 1 extra card.
Once played, this card
allows you to draw a
new hand with 5 cards
instead of 4.
It takes effect at the end
of the round when the
player draws his next
hand.
2 Bachcha cards allows to
draw 6 cards, and so on.

Gyaan (Knowledge):

Put a card from you
hand to your Reserve.
Once the Gyaan card
played, place the card
picked in your hand
under the Reserve zone
of your player board (it
can’t be the Gyaan card
just played).
This card’s symbols of
Eternity might be used to
gain a next Amulet.
Any card can be put to
the Reserve, except Bad
Karma cards!

Dhyann (Spirituality):

Samsara cards: All 8 piles
of Experience cards positioned
around the octagonal board.
Good and bad Karma cards are
not part of it.

Maut (Death):

Receive 2 Good Karma
cards to your waste pile.

Put back 1 Bad Karma
card from your hand.

Take 2 Good Karma cards
from the Samsara and
put them to your waste
pile. If the Good Karma
pile is empty, the action
is canceled.

The Bad Karma card is
put back to its pile, in the
Samsara. You can’t put
back Bad Karma cards
from your draw pile,
neither from your waste
pile.

Evanescent card: This is a
card which action is repeated
each turn. When an Evanescent
card is played, it has to be
placed under the Evanescent
zone of the player board. These
cards are discarded each time
an Amulet is placed in a corner
of the player board.
Put to Reserve: Action of

placing a card under his player
board (the symbols of Eternity
remains visible). This card can
be used later during the game,
to get Amulets, and only for
that. All experience cards and
Good Karma cards can be put
to the Reserve. Reserve has no
limit. Unlike Evanescent cards,
the cards in Reserve remain in
place when getting an Amulet.

Reincarnation:

Passage
from Maut to Jann cards, which
implies replacing 2 cards from
the player’s hand.

Replace: Put back a card to
the corresponding pile.
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Samsara was born thanks to... you,

backers from all over the world!

Abilio Jorge Nunes Pruxa Tavares - Adina Schefsky - Adrian Czajkowski - Ahmed Rivera - Ahsan Rasul - Aidan Zingler - Akalak Yimwilai - Alain Perwez - Alain Reymond
- Alden Allen - Alejandro Castillo - Alessandro Iafisco - Alex Baker - Alex Perron Isabelle - Alexander Zach - Alibert Joachim - Alicia Morse - Alvaro Cantoral Martinez Anastasia Miller - Andrés Eduardo Sánchez Simón - Andres Trujillo Barriga - Andrew Armbrust - Andrew Kikulis - Andrew Mui - Andrzej Barański - Angel May - Anthony
Handwerker - Antoine Bolle - Antonio Morais - Anuchit Chaiyaboon - April Gardner - Argoud Philippe - Arto Heikkinen - Audrianna Graham - Avery Stempel - Ayglon
Emilien - Bart Goossens - Bart Troch - Benard Kévin - Bengt Söderberg - Benoît Lelandais - Berenike Kampmann - Berget Pascal - Bertrand Willot - Birden Sarah - Blondel
Olivier - Bohers Blanche - Bossy David - Boutet Simon - Brehon Marc - Brian Marzan - Brin Maxime - Bruce Walk - Carlos Roberto Hirashima - Carrie Vowels - Carsten
Fischer - Cédric Van Cang - Cedric Van Der Veken - Chad Hantak - Chagnon Maximilien - Chanda Macek - Chandler Byrne - Charles-Etienne Jamme - Chenyee Ng - Chong
Jin Gea - Chris Garner - Chris Hesemann - Chris Luong - Chris Port - Chris Rees - Christian Becker - Christian Wienands - Christina David - Christophe Laumonnerie Christopher Kirkhoff - Christopher Pawley - Chuanxin Wang - Coedo Philippe - Crahay Olivier - Craig Karas - Cyril Robbe - Damery Matthieu - Daniel Acosta - Daniel
Luxenburg - Dario Basile - Daryl Mclaurine - Dave Levesque - David Amorin - David Croft - David Foster - Davide Gasperoni - Debra Pollak - Dehongher Valéry - Demory
Emilie - Denis Raphaël - Derek Yao - Desiree Leistiko - Devlin Cousins - Dithapong T.Chiengthong - Dominik Schwindt - Donald Poynter - Donny Bazluke - Dubots Julien Dylan Richardson - Ed Kowalczewski - Elier Sánchez E-Infantes - Eric Cruz - Eric Zbinden - Erica Pettit - Erik Reinhardt - Erin Dawson - Errel Braude - Erwan Jouy - Esbjörn
Rundberg - Etelkozi Timea - Etienne Masseyeau - Evan Pinchot - Everett Warren - Fabien Crépon - Farey J.E. - Federico Munaretto - Fernando Veiga - Ferrand Mathieu
- Franck Loiseau - Franck Silvan - François Rabeau - Franz Bazar - Gabor Csordas - Gabriel Ramirez - Gabriele Martini - Gabriele Martini - Garcia Hélène - Garcin Mickaël
- Gareth Milner - Gary Concepcion - Gerhard Lindeque - Gianpietro Fedrigo - Giroux Mathieu - Giulia Bracchi - Goutain Frédéric - Gregor F. Eschenbacher - Grégory Bona
- Guillet Benoît - Gullaud Sébastien - Guyonnet Thomas - Hannah Chapman - Harold Tessmann Iii - Harvey Jesus Lopez May - Heather Martin - Henry So - Hermanni
Ketonen - Ian MacFarlin - Ignacio Malo Roldán - Ignacio Moreno - Ilya Petoukhov - Isabelle Bouchard - Isabelle Maison - Isac Esquivel - Jack Gulick - Jake Thornton Jakob Haardt - Jakub Krhutek - James Powers - James Thomas - Jamie Towey - Jan Crow - Jan Schmeer - Jan Silverudd - Jarmo Petäjäaho - Jason Fitzgerald - Jason Glenn
- Javier Gonzalez Cabrera - Jean Dorthe - Jean-Paul Van Tongeren - Jeanelle Buell - Jeffrey Dawson - Jeremiah Price - Jeroen Keppens - - Jérôme Morlet - Jfmagic16 &
sa louve - Jochen Graf - Joe Aponick - John David Tsang - John Dyer - Jon Sudarkasa - Jonas Lindblom - Jonathan Duquesne - Jonathan Elbers - Jordi Aldeguer Pueyo Joseph Sanchez - Josh Sellmeyer - Joshua Barry - Joshua Mcwaters - Joshua Warren - Julien Zebrowsky - Juliette Rodicq - Junji Tsukamoto - Jyan Delamotte - Katharina
Prinz - Katherine Catton - Keegan Frederick - Kelly Misek, Jr. - Kelly Strait - Kelvin Vargas-Garcia - Ken Rhee Wong - Kent Taylor - Kevin Huck - Kevin Leirens - Konstantin
Kirilov - Kris Gould - Kristen Peterson - Kyle Weaver - Kyle Williams - Kyle Zielinsky - Larry Rittman - Laurent Mundeleer - Leoncio Piña Berrelleza - Levi Heath - Linda
Polik - Lisa Hoffman - Louis De Geest - Lucas Mantei - Ludovic Beaury - Ludovic Pajot - Luis Ugalde - Luke Aither - Lynn Huff - Lyttleton Callender - Maida Farrar - Maite
Moreno - Malgorn Kevin - Marc Farron - Marc-André Nadon - Mario Padron - Martin Lawrence - Marvin Heil - Maryfaith & Nicholas Estes - Mathieu Blaise - Matthew
Bond - Matthew Emrich - Matthew Ledgerwood - Matthew Moore - Mattia Colasurdo - Matty Franklyn - Maud Fettmann - Mauzi Khalid - Maxime Berthiaume - Maxime
Rodrigue - Maybel Kwok - Melanie Gray - Mercier Simon - Michael Bedke - Michael Koerbis - Michael Longrie - Michael Morgan - Michael Willocq - Michael Woodcock
- Michiel Goethals - Mikael Hagström - Miles Fitzpatrick - Mitchell Hostiadi - Muhammad Moneimné - Naamet Abbas - Narut Netcharussaeng - Nathan Hager - Neil
Whyman - Nicholas Cole - Nicholas Ord - Nick Stinchcombe - Nicolas Gazet - Noah Kihata - Norajane Mcintyre - Nox Zephyrus - Olivia - Oren Douek - Pablo Pérez Gómez
- Pamela Lampe - Panaye Eric - Panom Sirimongkolsakul - Paresha Nossin - Patrick Kenyon - Patrick Mange - Patrick Van Laeken - Patrik Witt - Pedro Lau Semedo - Peetu
Pirinen - Peter Hendee - Philip Thain - Philippe Gaboury - Pieri Sandra - Pierre Johner - Pierre-Yves Gabrion - Rachael Hixon - Radionomy - Xavier Roba Radionomy Roba - Rafael Cochrane - Raimund Ruppel - Rakotoarison Francis - Raphael Falkoff - Raphael Manck - Raphael Winkin - Raymond Rowan - Reed Lupo - Richard Edwards Richard Loh - Rob Bendig - Robert Aberdeen - Robert Mertens - Robert Pouliot - Robert Quinn - Roberto Castagnaro - Robyn Reed - Rock-Alain Legendre - Romain Godart
- Romain Isely - Ron Smay - Ronny Wamser - Rowan Harbinger - Roy Smith - Ryan Anderson - Ryan Longfellow - Salvatore Picone - Sarah Lilienthal - Sarah Mclaughlin Sarah Tundel - Scott Hammernik - Sebastian Bernardez - Sebastian Piłat - Sepulchre Nicolas - Shendie Valkoinen - Simon Osmond - Simons Alexis - StartOf - Stefan Gallas
- Stephan Schwarz - Stephan Sonny - Stephane Dufour - Stéphane Legoff - Steven Lord - Sujata Barnard - Sven Reber - Taieb Manai - Thiago Fernando Kastrup Abreu
Mello - Thierry Raverat - Thomas Duble - Thomas Prince Prince - Thomas Warratz - Thore Kries - Tim Day - Tom Burt - Tom Herrington - Tomas Romero Borzi - Tomoyuki
Maruta - Torsten Sammet - Vanpouille Thomas - Venumiere Bruno - Vicky Mckinley - Victor Boggiano - Vincenzo De Letteriis - Vitale Guarino - Will Green - William
Dovan - William Heyden - Yachachen Sofiane - Yan - Yannick Montavon - Yoann Davin - Yoshihito Fukuda - Yurii Furtat - Yusaku Fujimura - Yves Hubeli - Zakk Chambers

COME JOIN THE SAMSARA PHOTO ALBUM PROJECT!
Take a picture of your game and visit www.facebook.com/okaluda.
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